
Science 5-8 – October 2022   

Science 5 - Our 5th graders in September spent time learning about the three states of 

matter: solid, liquid, and gas. They measured the mass of many toys using a triple beam 

balance (the "old scale!") and a digital scale and compared their results. In October, 5th 

graders will continue to study states of matter and their properties, and are excited to be 

making Oobleck soon! Is Oobleck a solid, liquid, gas, or neither? We'll find out!  

Science 6 - Students in 6th grade spent the month of September learning about Human 

Body Systems. While each body system has its own function, all of the body systems work 

and depend on each other. For example, students learned that the nervous system controls 

the digestive system. However, for the nervous system to function, it must be "fed" 

nutrients from the digestive system. As October comes around, we will begin our study of 

cells; these super tiny particles contain even smaller parts, called organelles, which help the 

cells function. 

Science 7 - 7th graders began the year with a review of states of matter. Most people are 

familiar with the following terms: melting (solid to liquid), freezing (liquid to solid), 

condenstation (gas to liquid), and finally, evaporation (liquid to gas).  Students 

investigated a new term called "sublimation." This is when a solid changes directly to a gas. 

They learned about sublimation through dry ice - frozen Carbon Dioxide which turns 

directly to gas. 7th graders will continue their study of matter but learn new terms 

including the difference between kinetic and thermal energy and heat vs temperature. 

Finally, they've learned a little bit about how to convert Degrees Celisus to Degrees 

Fahrenheit - realzing that math and science work togehter! 

Science 8 - Math is the language of science. 8th graders have used algebraic equations to 

study the relationship between density, mass, and volume. We've also used our knowledge 

of topics from Social Studies! This includes latitude and longitude to find positions on Earth. 

Moving forward, 8th graders will begin a unit in some basic physics involving falling objects, 

energy for launch, and colliding objects. 

 Regents Earth Science - Math is the language of science. 8th graders have used algebraic 

equations to study the relationship between density, mass, and volume. We've also used 

our knowledge of topics from Social Studies! This includes latitude and longitude to find 

positions on Earth. Not only can latitude be used to find position on Earth, but there is a 

replationship between latitude and Polaris, also known as the North Star. 


